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Abstract 
To ensure the confidentiality and integrity of data in storage and transit, various 

cryptography systems have been developed. Each of these systems has individual 

strengths and weaknesses. As the number of computer security threats increases, it 

becomes even more crucial to use methods of concealing the true meaning of data. This 

paper will look to strike a balance in providing details of how each of the methods works 

without explaining in so much detail that a casual reader will be completely lost. It is the 

goal of this paper to enlighten readers about the cryptography systems all around them 

and help them to gain a better understanding of how these systems work. The paper will 

then conclude with a brief discussion of what future advancements are likely to mean to 

current cryptography systems. 
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Introduction 

From the beginning of time, humans have looked for ways to keep information private 

and away from prying eyes. In ancient times, this was accomplished by using special 

symbols or codes to conceal the true meaning or message. Once technology became more 

advanced, so did the methods of concealing data. With the invention and rapid adoption 

of the microprocessor and personal computer, new methods of encrypting and decrypting 
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messages were suddenly available. As processing power increases, so too does the need 

for more complex and elaborate coding schemes. Future research and technological 

breakthroughs will continue to transform the areas of cryptology and cryptanalysis. 

Throughout this paper, we will investigate the origins of ancient encryption methods and 

explain how they have influenced the study of cryptography. 

Basic Cryptography Definitions 
To assist in understanding the topics that will be discussed throughout this paper, a basic 

understanding of the terminology will be required. In the context of this paper the 

following words will have the explained meaning unless otherwise stated: 

Alsorithm: I "A set of ste~s or mathematical calculations used in solving a problem." 
Cipher: I "Synonymous with cryptographic algorithm. A mathematical function 

i that is used to encrypt and decrypt an original message." 
• Ciohertext: "A message that is formed when plaintext data is encrypted." 

Code: "Synonymous with code words. The distinct words or phrases that 
replace other words of phrases within the original plaintext syntax . 
before encryption." 

Cryptography: "From the Greek work kryptos, meaning hidden, and graphein, meaning 
I to write. The enciQhering and deciphering of coded messages." I 

Encryption: I "The process of converting an original message into a form that is-1 
I unreadable by unauthorized individuals." I 

Key: I "A random and secret value that is placed within an algorithm to code 
I information. " 

Plaintext: "Synonymous with clear text. The unencrypted message that will be 
I encrypted into ciphertext for transmission over an unsecured channel." I 

I 

All definitions are taken from Principles of Information Security: Second Edition. 
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Chapter 1: Ancient Encryption 
Chapter Overview: 

This chapter provides a brief discussion of some of the more famous encryption methods 

of antiquity. This chapter is not intended to be a complete chronicle of all ancient 

cryptography methods but rather highlight some of the most important and well known. 

Hieroglyphics and the Rosetta Stone 
One of the earliest and most recognizable cryptography systems can by found in ancient 

Egypt. The word hieroglyphic means "secret carving." These pictures or symbols of 

words are not necessarily meant to hide the meaning but rather to add a level of 

sophistication to the craving (Mollin, 2005). Studied and admired for centuries, 

researchers and scholars have only recently been able to decrypt the messages hidden in 

hieroglyphics. Finally being able to read these messages has given researchers greater 

insight into the mysterious and forgotten Egyptian culture. 

In modem times, the majority of Egyptian hieroglyphics have been deciphered primarily 

with the help of the Rosetta Stone. The Rosetta Stone was discovered in August 1779 by 

Bouchard near the British town of Rosetta which it was named after. These stone was the 

key to finally understanding the hidden meaning of hieroglyphics because it contains the 

same message written in three different languages. This stone contains Greek, 

hieroglyphics, and a simplified version of hieroglyphics that is now called demotic. 

Before the discovery, researchers could only hypothesize about the meaning of the 

symbols because it was a forgotten language. With this discovery, historians finally had a 
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key to decipher the hieroglyphics. According to some sources, the Rosetta Stone is the 

"most valuable relic of antiquity, the feeble but only yet discovered link of the Egyptian 

to the known languages" (Parkinson, 1999). The actual stone is 112.3 cm tall, 75.7 cm 

wide, and 28.4 cm thick and contains 14 lines of hieroglyphics, 53 lines of Greek, and 32 

lines of demotic. The stone was originally much larger and was written to explain the 

Memphis Decree which concerned the cult of King Ptolemy V Epiphanes. The Memphis 

Decree was issued on March 27, 196 BC (Parkinson, 1999). 

Spartans 
Recently reintroduced into pop-culture by the Box Office hit "300", the Spartans were 

also one of the first militaries to utilize cryptography to hide messages from their 

enemies. In modern terms, the Greeks were the first to use a transposition cipher. A more 

detailed discussion of transposition cipher can be found later in the Basic Encryption 

Methods section. This cipher called a "Skytale" was a very simple way of hiding a 

message. "Lacedaemomian generals exchanged m.essages by winding a narrow ribbon of 

parchment spirally around a staff or spear. The message was then written length-wise 

across the wound parchment" (Cobb, 2004). When the parchment was removed, all that 

remained was a jumbled mess of characters. The only way the message could be 

reassembled would be to wrap the parchment around a shaft of the same diameter. The 

"key" in this example was the diameter of the shaft and the ciphertext was the seemingly 

random characters when the parchment was unraveled. 
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While there are several more examples of ancient encryption methods, an entire history 

of how encryption came to be could fill several books. To conserve space and time, only 

the Egyptians an Spartans will be discussed within this paper. However, there are several 

good research materials to gain additional information. One of the best resources used in 

this paper was Codes by Richard Mollin. This book provides a much more detailed 

historical perspective of cryptography. 

Chapter 2: Basic Encryption Methods 
Chapter Overview: 

The following cryptography methods are not complicated in theory and several have been 

used for centuries. However, do not be fooled by the relative simplicity of these methods. 

Used in tandem with other methods, basic methods produce very secure ciphers. 

Substitution Cipher 

The substitution cipher is the easiest cipher to understand. This cipher works by 

substituting one character for another. While this sounds very simple, the substitution 

cipher can be used multiple times to create a much more complex cipher. The following 

two figures demonstrate how the substitution cipher works. 

Original 
Shift 1 

Figure 1: Monoalphabetic Substitution 
ABC 0 E F G H I J K L M N 0 P Q R STU V W x y Z 
F G H I J K L M N 0 P Q R STU V W x Y Z ABC 0 E 

In figure 1, the alphabet is only shifted five places to the right. Using this cipher to 

encrypt the word CODES would result in the ciphertext HTIJX. To increase the 
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complexity of the cipher, additional substitutions can be added. When multiple alphabets 

are used together this is called a polyalphabetic cipher (Whitman & Mattord, 2005). 

Figure 2 shows an example of this type of cipher. 

Figure 2: Po/ya/phabetic Substitution 
, 

Bici 01 E F! G HII I J K L M N O! P Q R SiT U V w xiv z ' Original .A 
I Shift 1 F GI HI I I J K L MI N, 0 P Q R S TI U V w XiY Z A B ci 0 E' 
. Shift 2 K LLMiN/O P Q Ri slTi U V W X Y! Z A, B C/O EI F G Hi I J 

Shift 3 P' QI RI SiT u. V wi xl Y! z A B C 01 E FI G HII I J KI L MJ N 0 
Shift 4 U viwjxlY Z A B, ci 0 E F G H I I J K L MI N: 0' P Q: RI S T 

Selecting one character from each row of the poly alphabetic cipher can create some 

interesting results. For instance, encrypting the word BOOK results in a ciphertext of 

GYDE. In this example, the letter 0 has two different values. This will increase the 

overall complexity of the ciphertext and makes it more difficult to crack without the 

algorithm (Whitman & Mattord, 2005). 

One of the most famous substitution ciphers is the Vigenere cipher which can be found in 

Appendix A. This cipher is a 26 x 26 block cipher that can be used with a keyword to 

create even more secure ciphers (Whitman & Mattord, 2005). Blaise de Vigenere is 

credited with creating the cipher and he introduced the idea of using a "priming key." A 

priming key is "a single letter (known only to the sender and the legitimate receiver), that 

is used to decipher the first plaintext letter, which would in turn be used to decipher the 

second plaintext letter, and so on" (Mollin, 2005). A priming key is the same as a session 

key which will be discussed later. 
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To understand how the priming key works, lets assume that the key is W. This would be 

added to the front of the plaintext message. Then this altered message would be used in 

collaboration with the plaintext message to form coordinates to look up the ciphertext in 

the Vigenere square. Figure 3 below give an example of the plaintext, altered plain text, 

and resulting cipher text. 

Figure 3: Priming Key 
I Plaintext T H E l H II s Tic R yle FIE N:cIR y piT I Ie NI 
! Altered W T HjEiH I siT e Rly elF EINlc R Y:P T! I ~~i I Ciphertext : P A L I Lip A LIH F I P 1M T I J R;pIT PiN II slw 

The Vigenere Square can also be used with a keyword or phrase. Writing a keyword 

directly above plaintext also creates coordinates to find the ciphertext. Figure 4 below 

places the keyword ERIC directly over the phrase THE HISTORY OF 

ENCRYTPION. 

Figure 4: Vigenere Coordinates 

Looking up the coordinates creates the ciphertext XYMJMJBQVPWHIEKTCGBKKE. 

Without knowing what the keyword is, it would be very difficult and time consuming to 

determine the original clear text "TheHistoryOfEncryption" from the above ciphertext. 

Transposition Cipher 
Another simple encryption method is the transposition cipher. As the name implies, this 

cipher rearranges or scrambles the characters of a message. This transposition can be 

done at either the bit or byte leveL This type of ciphertext is commonly used as word 
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games. Readers are given the ciphertext and then have to unscramble the letters to 

determine the original message (Whitman & Mattord, 2005). For example, can you 

determine the clear text of "het ioryhts fo nnpetcoyri"? This cryptanalysis should be 

fairly easy. 

The Skytale which was discussed in the Ancient Encryption section of the paper is also 

an example of a transposition cipher. As you can imagine, this basic form of encryption is 

not very secure. However, the scrambled message can also be arranged in a block pattern. 

By arranging the ciphertext letters in a certain pattern, then the clear text message is then 

visible. Here is the ciphertext of the message: TIYEPHS_NTETOCI_ORFOHR_YN. 

By rearranging these letters in a 5 by 5 block horizontally, the result clear text can be read 

vertically below in Figure 5. 

Figure 5: Block Cipher 
IT II 1 vIE P 
IHis IN T 
iE'T '01 C i I 
/ 0 F /RIO 
IH R IV!N 

In a transposition cipher such as this, the block size acts as the key. In our example, it 

would be very easy to test all the possible block sizes to determine the clear text because 

the original message is very short. However, this is only a very simplified example. 

Increasing the block size will exponentially increase the difficulty of breaking this 

ciphertext. 
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Exclusive Or (XOR) 
The Exclusive Or (XOR) operator is commonly used in computer programs. This 

procedure compares two bits and if they are identical, the outcome is a binary O. If they 

are different, the outcome is a 1. A basic XOR Truth Table from Principles of 

Information Security is provided below to demonstrate how this XOR works. 

Figure 6: Truth Table 
I First Bit ! Second Bit Result 

i 0 0 0 

I 0 1 I 1 

: 1 0 1 

l 1 1 0 

The book also claims that "actual encryption algorithms used to protect data typically use 

the XOR operator as part of a more complex encryption process" (Whitman & Mattord, 

2005). It is also important to point out that a more complex cipher can not be achieved 

simply by repeating one basic method multiple times. To create more complex ciphers, 

combine two or more of the basic methods (Whitman & Mattord, 2005). 

Chapter 3: Symmetric Key Systems 
Chapter Overview: 

Moving away from antiquity and into the present day, there are two main cryptographic 

systems in use today; symmetric and asymmetric. This chapter wiII discuss the various 

symmetric systems while Chapter 4 introduces asymmetric systems. 

Symmetric key encryption is also known as private key. This form of encryption uses one 

key to both encrypt and decrypt messages. An analogy of how symmetric key encryption 
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works is the door lock to your house. The same key is used to lock the door when leaving 

and unlock the door when returning. You also would only give the key to your house to 

someone you really trust. The same is true with symmetric key systems. To ensure the 

security of the system, the key can only be shared with trusted individuals. 

The major problem with symmetric systems is how do both the sender and receiver 

obtain a copy of the same key? A key could be sent over the network, but this could be 

intercepted in transit. To ensure the security and integrity of the system, symmetric keys 

must be exchanged out of band. Out of band means any communication medium that is 

not the electronic network (Whitman & Mattord, 2005). Examples of how this could be 

achieved are through sending sealed envelopes, or personally delivering the key to the 

other party. A key exchange system such as this is only feasible on a very small scale 

with few users who are located physically near one another. 

However, to implement this system in an entire enterprise with hundreds of users or more 

would create a great deal of problems. For instance, secure communications between any 

two employees would mean that each would have to have a copy of the same key. 

However, if Employee A also wanted secure communication with Employee C an 

additional key would have to be distributed to both A and C. To ensure that only one 

sender and receiver combination is able to read a message, each pair of sender and 

receiver would need a different key. This system exponentially increases the number of 

keys required and creates the problem of remembering which key is used for each 
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senderlreceiver pair (Whitman & Mattord, 2005). A system of key management must be 

implemented to assist in remembering which key is for which sender/receiver pair. 

Data Encryption Standard (DES) 
While there are known problems with exchanging keys and key management, symmetric 

key systems are still widely used because they are faster and require less computing 

power compared to other methods. One symmetric key standard, DES or Data Encryption 

Standard is the "most well known and widely used cryptosystem in the world" 

(Lamberieux, 1999). DES is based on the Lucifer algorithm with a 128 bit key, 64 bit 

block size and 56 bit key. However, since DES was developed in the 1970's it has 

become increasingly insecure. Recent tests have shown that a 56-bit DES system can be 

cracked by a dedicated attack in less than four hours (Whitman & Mattord, 2005). These 

recent tests have demonstrated that increased computer processing speeds have made 

DES insufficient to adequately protect data. In a paper written in 1998, Wystan 

Ackerman claims that "all major governments can break DES. In fact any Fortune 500 

company can afford a machine that can break DES" (1998). The availability and 

affordability of these machines have made DES obsolete. 

Triple Data Encryption Standard (3DES) 

Modifications to the base DES standard have created a 3DES or Triple Data Encryption 

Standard that is more secure than the base standard. 3DES uses 3 separate 64 bit keys and 

is actually standard DES repeated three times. According to Principles of Information 

Security, 3DES "generates a cipher approximately 256 (72 quadrillion) times stronger than 
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standard DES ciphers but requires only three times longer to process" (2005). This makes 

3DES a viable option because it is much more secure than standard DES while still 

offering acceptable response time for encryption and decryption. 

Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) 
AES or Advanced Encryption Standard was approved on May 26, 2002 as the standard 

for use within the Federal Government. AES uses the Rijndael block cipher with varying 

key lengths of 128, 196, or 256 bits. "Experts estimate that the special computer used by 

the Electronic Frontier Foundation to crack DES in a couple days would require 

approximately 4,698,864 quintillion years to crack AES" (Whitman & Mattord, 2005). 

This level of security makes AES a viable option for the government or any other party 

that deals with extremely sensitive data. 

International Data Encryption Algorithm (IDEA) 

The IDEA algorithm is normally used in combination with PGP for email 

communication. The IDEA standard starts with a 128 bit key which is divided into 8 16-

bit keys. The 16-bit keys are then shifted 25 bits to the left. The process is then repeated 

56 times (Cobb, 2004). "It [IDEA] is often considered as the quickest and most secure 

algorithm available to the public today" (Lamberieux, 1999). Aside from IDEA, two 

additional symmetric standards are available. Both Blowfish and RC5 are similar to the 

other symmetric systems and will therefore not be discussed in depth. 
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Diffie-Hellman 
The Diffie-Hellman (DH) key exchange was designed by Whitfield Diffie and Martin 

Hellman in 1976. Since that time, this process has become widely integrated with a 

number of the most common protocols used in networking today including SSL, SSH, 

and IPSec (palmgren, 2006). The widespread usage of the Diffie-Hellman key exchange 

demonstrates its significance to modem day cryptography systems. 

The Diffie-Hellman key exchange is important because it is a process where both the 

sender and receiver can utilize symmetric key encryption to send messages securely 

between then. As stated previously, symmetric key encryption is faster to decrypt than 

asymmetric encryption but presents the problem of exchanging keys. The DH key 

exchange uses "mathematical algorithm that allows two computers to generate an 

identical shared secret on both systems" (Palmgren, 2006). This secret or session key as it 

is sometimes referred to, is the means to securely transmit symmetric keys. A step-by-

step process of how the key exchange works will be followed by a very simplified 

mathematical explanation. 

The process begins with both the sender and receiver creating a key set of public and 

private keys and then exchanging the public keys. Each side will then run a mathematical 

operation on your private key and the other side's public key. "By running the 

mathematical operation against your own private key and the other side's public key, you 

generate a value. When the distant end runs the same operation against your public key 

and their private key, they also generate a value. The important point is that the two 

values generated are identical" (Palmgren, 2006). 
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At this point in the process, both the sender and the receiver have the identical generated 

value. This value was never transmitted directly and was instead only calculated at the 

source and destination. This generated value is actually a session key that can be used to 

encrypt and decrypt messages. The next step in the process is for either the sender or 

receiver to develop a symmetric key and send it to the other. Whoever sends the 

symmetric key will encrypt it with the session key and the receiver will use the same 

session key to decrypt. By using the session key, the sender and receiver can both easily 

receive a symmetric key that can be transmitted securely because it is encrypted. This 

process of sending symmetric keys between sender and receiver can be repeated as often 

as necessary to prevent hackers from cracking the encryption. "In some IPSec 

implementations, for example, it is not uncommon for a new symmetric data encryption 

key to be generated and shared every 60 seconds" (Palmgren, 2006). In an application 

such as this, it would be nearly impossible for an eavesdropper to decrypt messages as the 

key is changing so rapidly. A full visual explanation of the Diffie-Hellman key exchange 

can be found in Appendix C. 

To completely understand how the DH key exchange works, it is helpful to know the 

basic mathematical operations behind it. The following diagram comes from the 

Computer Desktop Encyclopedia via (Palmgren, 2006). In the example below, all of the 

numbers are simplified to make the mathematics easier to understand. The process starts 

with both the sender and receiver have the same common number. In this example, the 

common number is 2 but could be anything that is previously agreed upon by both 
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parties. Each party then raises the common number to a random power. The resulting 

number is then sent to the opposite party (sender to receiver and vice versa). This number 

is raised to the same random power which results both the sender and receiver having the 

same random number or session key (Palmgren, 2006). In this simplified example, it 

would be fairly easy to guess the base number and random power because the numbers 

are very small. However, in practice, the number could be hundreds of digits long and 

near impossible to factor to find the shared number of random power. The strength of this 

method comes from the concealment of the session key. This value is never transmitted 

fully between sender or receiver. The number is instead calculated independently by both 

the sender and receiver. 

Figure 7: Diffie-Hellman Mathematics 
from C:o~ (h£$rtop £n<.~·C~d:3 
I!! 1-;$;;1 ~. C~'Mr l.3~""JJG~ (\~ It..:: 

COmlf10n number: 2 
('JUld{J ttl n u ltll7er 4 l'ilf1l'Jo In fl U mller 

32 

1.048,576 
4 • 
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Chapter 4: Asymmetric Key Systems 
Chapter Overview: 

The second option for key exchange is to use a public or asymmetric key system. This 

system utilizes a key pair where both keys are related but different. One key is a public 

key and the other is kept private. Either the private or public key can be used to encrypt a 

message, but only the opposite key is able to decrypt. 

For example, suppose Eric is sending a message to his roommate Chelsie. To ensure that 

only Chelsie can read the message, Eric can use Chelsie's public key to encrypt a 

message. Chelsie can then use her private key which is only known to her to decrypt 

Eric's message. The flaw in this system is if Eric is fooled into thinking that Chelsie's 

public key is something different, then whoever created the invalid public key will be 

able to decrypt the message. To prevent this type of misuse and deception, it is best 

practice to look up keys in the public key registry. The registry or Public Key 

Infrastructure (PKI) will be discussed in subsequent chapters. 

To understand how asymmetric key systems work, users must understand the underlying 

mathematics behind it. Keys are created based on I-way functions which are "simple to 

compute in one direction, but complex to compute in the opposite" (Whitman & Mattord, 

2005). In developing keys, two very large prime numbers (up to 200 digits long) are 

multiplied together and the resulting number is near impossible to factor easily to deduce 

the original two prime factors. However, "a mathematical trapdoor is a secret mechanism 

that enables you to easily accomplish the reverse function of a one way function" 

(Whitman & Mattord, 2005). For example, just looking at the number 13,018,913 can 
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you determine that the prime numbers 3209 and 4057 were multiplied together to create 

it? As hard as this is, now imagine that the numbers are a few hundred digits long instead 

of only 4. This simple example shows how complex this can be and why it is a fairly 

secure process. 

RSA Algorithm 
The de facto standard for asymmetric encryption is the RSA standard which stands for its 

developers, Rivest-Shamir-Adleman. RSA uses veIY large prime numbers multiplied 

together coupled with modular arithmetic. While modular arithmetic sounds complicated 

in theory, everyone is already familiar with it whether they know it or not. The easiest 

and most common example of modular arithmetic is non-military time. Any time after 12 

noon is reduced by subtracting 12 from the hour. For example, 6:00 pm which is 

equivalent to 18:00 military time, is computed as 18:00 12:00 = 6:00 pm. This is an 

example of modulus 12 or mod(l2) for short. "In gtmeral, a number is translated into its 

modular equivalent by being replaced with the remainder after the number is divided by 

the modulus" (Olivastro, 1990). To understand how RSA actually works, a simplified 

example is presented next. 

First, any two prime numbers are selected and for this example we will use 3 and 11. 1 is 

then subtracted from each number and then the resulting values are multiplied together. 

(2* 10=20). An encoding key is then selected that has no common factors with 20. By 

selecting an encoding key with no common factors of 20 ensures that there will only be 

one valid decoding key. To make this example as easy as possible, we will select 3 as our 
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encoding key. The modulus for this example can then be calculated by multiplying the 

original two prime numbers together (3 * 11 33). The modulus remember is the 

procedure used to convert numbers into a specified number range. Then to encrypt a 

message, raise the number of what is to be encrypted by the encoding key (3) and then 

reduce by the modulus (33). In Figure 8 below, each character of the clear text was assign 

a numeric value based on its position in the alphabet. For example, A = 1, B = 2, etc. 

Each numeric value was then raised to the power 3 and divided by 33 to create the 

ciphertext or remainder. This example is less secure because each character was 

encrypted individually. This algorithm can provide additional security if all the characters 

were encrypted together as a single number which would be 51,431,825,162,091,514. 

Figure 8: RSA Algorithm by Character 
Clear text E N CIR Y P T I I 0 N 
Numeric Value 5 14 &1 18 25 16 20 i 9 15 14 
Ciphertext I 26 5 2 24 16 4 14 I 3 9 5 

Then to be able to decrypt the ciphertext, you need to calculate the decoding key. The 

decoding key is simply the inverse of the encoding key modulus 20. Since the encoding 

key was 3, we must calculate a number X such that 3 * X 1 (mod 20). In a simplified 

example such as this, it is easy to calculate that the decoding key is 7. (3*7 = 21 (mod 20) 

1). However, as previously stated, when the values of the keys are hundreds of 

characters long, it becomes very time consuming to test every possible combination to 

determine the decoding key. "To find the decoding key, one must know the primes that 

make up the encoding modulus, just as one would have to properly factor the decoding 

modulus to find the encoding key" (Olivastro, 1990). 
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RSA is much more secure than DES, or 3DES because mathematicians have been unable 

to develop a formula that can factor very large numbers if you know one of the two prime 

numbers and the multiple. With numbers that are hundreds of characters long, current 

methods would take far to long to try all possible combinations (Ackerman, 1998). 

Chapter 5: Hash Functions 
Chapter Overview: 

Hash functions different from previous cryptography methods we have discussed so far 

because they are only a one way operation. Once something has been hashed, the 

operation can not be undone. However, even though the hash can not be undone, the hash 

function is still a fundamental part of security and authentication. 

To hash a message, the computer uses a mathematical algorithm that will convert a 

message of any length to a fixed length message digest or fingerprint. The unique feature 

of the hash function is if any part of the original message is changed, it will produce a 

completely different hash or message digest. This applies no matter how long the original 

clear text is. As we learned in class, computer forensics professionals use hashing to 

verify the integrity of evidence. These professionals will initially hash an entire hard 

drive before and after an investigation. If the hash function returns the same value before 

and after the completion of an investigation, this proves that the investigator made no 

changes to the evidence (Chalmers, 2007). 
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There are several competing hashing standards. Two of the most common are SHA X and 

MDX where X stands for the version number. SHA stands for Secure Hash Algorithm 

and was defined by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). The 

different versions of this standard SHA (256/384/512) refer to standards for 128, 192, and 

256 bits (Whitman & Mattord, 2005). The MDX standard was developed by Ron Rivest 

who is one of the developers of the RSA algorithm. 

The actual mathematical mechanics of how the hash function works is beyond the scope 

of this paper. However, to give an example of what a hash might look like, I have 

provided the hash value of "The History of Encryption" in Figure 9. This hash was 

computed using a free trial version of Hyper Hasher. Both the trial and full versions of 

this program can by found at the following address: http://www.hyperhasher.com/. Below 

is shortened version of the output after performing the hash function. A complete list of 

the hash output including other hashing methods can be found in Appendix B. 

Figure 9: Hash Output 1 
Hashed Text: The History of Encryption 
Method Hash Value 
SHAI 124557ee4b90e3b37aa93426211bae3fge700f51 
SHA256 de03a938e72d07a149955c733da5654656bf5423cOe40477d565131 993f6f770 
SHA 384 7eI350e082afc9c6a8ccf6b687cb400clc16db09bf37d7a6ff24bec47234c6bOff 

feb3a9ab088664f846bf4e595b8ec5 
SHA 512 e7aa82elfefc630e97a6792c4e9959fa3bOd3a8890002eOfd40608ee4b61277ce 

6f7cae7d6c9f081dfbdlb2390abb6dOebff4f7455f3eOeed7714e7dfdc72290 
MD2 00c6511dOaege2d20950877334a592e2 

• MD4 8058342496be35dOd136a08cge3c35el 
MD5 e3abb05d91 00cd34122e7ea3401cl 3el 
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The clear text message was then changed to "A history of Encryption" and the hash was 

computed and the results are below in Figure 10. By comparing the first and second hash 

values, it is clear how changing one word completely changes the hash value. 

Figure 10: Hash Output 2 
Hashed Text: A histor of Ene tion 
Method Hash Value 
S HA 1 31 f5b66c62ccd8f4 f8ac51 8d6f4 fabe 7b4a844cf 
SHA 256 e1420aOl 0171 f7ab86t2c810dla42bae07cb155958266a05370371d680444c1e 
SHA 384 218 44£ 3d20784 d625 7 00154725d3 fdd8 06ff721331 fD 6d2231 a c aa c c c eace e ce e 

13d5b71540aac188f63c42b15964b65 
SHA 512 308f7f3c6670a78ee3blfad457250fDe366d2e837eb69974e80a7cdfDe8aa51b2 

02687ebf7bbe6cafd986d87e587025b9f798369be560b44acb4d17585291gea 
MD2 b0ged59ad5924d036bce933662546b25 
MD4 f686fD878f9a865f3e168ge75273bd34 
MD5 cbbbeld56f8b3f96d4fb37cba96049f9 

Security of Hash Values 

While hashing is only a one way function, how secure is it? What are the odds of a 

collision or the same hash message digest being produced from different text? A hash 

function is generally considered secure if there are at least 280 or more hash values are 

required before a collision occurs. Unfortunately, several researchers have proved that 

both the MD4 and MD5 hash values are not at this level and the SHA 1 hash function may 

not have the required confidence interval either (Olivastro, 1990). To ensure that there is 

only a minuscule chance that the same hash will be produced from different text, one of 

the newer standards should be used such as SHA 384 or SHA 512 that have a much 

longer message digest (Olivastro, 1990). 
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Uses of Hash Values 
Hash functions have a number of valuable uses. First, the hash function can be to 

authenticate users on a system. Because of the threat of sabotage or attacks, it is unsafe to 

store the value of passwords in clear text. If someone was able to gain access to these 

values, they would have complete control of all the user accounts. For this reason, it is 

common practice to store all passwords as hashed values. When a user tries to access 

resources requiring a password, the system will compare the saved hashed value to the 

hash of the password that the user entered. If the hashes match, then the password is 

correct, and the user can access the system (Whitman & Mattord, 2005). Since changing 

a single character produces an entirely different hash value, this system works incredibly 

well for authenticating users. The second common use of hash values are part of a digital 

signature. These are discussed in more detail in Chapter 6: Applications. 

Chapter 6: Applications 
Chapter Overview: 

After gaining an understanding of the basics of encryption, it is time to turn our attention 

to practical, real-life examples of how this it is applied. One of the most common uses of 

encryption is secure communications between parties over the internet. This can include 

email messages, electronic commerce, or other forms of secure communications. Before 

discussing the intricacies of these encryption methods, definitions of common terms will 

again be given to provide a better understanding of the concepts being discussed. 
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Definitions of Cryptography Applications 
To help understand the concepts of applications of cryptography, the most common 

terminology is presented here. 

I Certificate "An agency that manages the issuance of digital certificates and • 
I Authority (CAl serves as the electronic notary public to verify their worth and I 

integrity." 
Certificate "Central locations for certificate storage that provide a single access • 
Directories point for administration and distribution. 
Digital "Electronic documents attached to a file that certify that the file is 
certificates from the organization it claims to be from and has not been modified 

from the original format. 
• Digital Signature "Encrypted messages that are independently verified as authentic by 

a central facility or regis~" 
I Public Key "Integrated system of software, encryption methodologies, protocols, 

Infrastructure legal agreements, and 3rd party services that enables users to! 
(PKI) communicate securely." 

I Registra~~n "a component of the PKI that can be delegated day-to-day I 
Authority (RA) certification functions, such as verifying registration information i 

about new registrants, generating end-user keys, revoking I 
certificates, and validating that users possess a valid certificate." 

All definitions are taken from Principles of Information Security: Second Edition 

Digital Signatures 

According to Principals of Information Security, digital signatures "are encrypted 

messages that can be mathematically proven to be true" (2005). Basically a digital 

signature is a combination of hash values and asymmetric encryption. 

To form a digital signature, a message is first hashed to create a message digest. This 

value is then added to the original message and both are encrypted with the receiver's 

public key. On the receiving end, only the owner of the private key can decrypt the 

message. Once the entire packet is decrypted, the receiver can hash the original message 
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and compare the message digest to the one that was sent with the message. If the values 

match, then it proves the integrity of the message (Binder, 2002). 

A digital signature can also be formed by the sender using his or her private key to 

encrypt a message with data such as the date and time. This entire packet is then 

encrypted with the receiver's public key. In this way, the receiver is the only one who 

will be able to open the packet and the receiver knows that the sender was the one who 

sent the packet because only a message encrypted with the valid private key would have 

been decrypted with the corresponding public key (Ackerman, 1998). 

Finally, digital signatures can also be combined with session keys to create more secure 

communications. e-Commerce and secure websites commonly use session keys. The 

process is similar to how digital signatures work except that the sender will generate a 

session key and encrypt the message with this symmetric key. The session key itself is 

then encrypted along with the encrypted message and hash of the message (digital 

signature) with the receiver's public key. The receiver will then decrypt the packet with 

his or her private key, decrypt the message with the session key, and hash the message 

and compare it to the message digest that was sent with the packet (Binder, 2002). This 

process is a combination of hashing, symmetric, and asymmetric encryption methods. 

The result is a message that can be verified for integrity as well as confidentiality. Only 

the owner of the private key will be able to decrypt the message. Visual diagrams of both 

the digital signature and the digital signature with session key can be found in Appendix 

D. 
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SSL 
SSL stands for Secure Sockets Layer and has become widely used for secure 

communications over the Internet. Developed by Netscape in 1996, SSL has quickly 

grown in popularity. "The most prevalent use of SSL is to provide security for 

transactions based on hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP)" (Raghavan, Gopal, Annalaru, 

& Kura, 2001). SSL is a form of public key encryption that utilizes digital certificates. 

These digital certificates are issued by outside third-parties who are responsible for 

ensuring the identity of the certificate holder. This certificate includes several pieces of 

data including the domain that issued it, who owns it, where the owner is physically 

located, and the dates the certificate is valid (Securing your Online Data). 

To establish a SSL session, there are several steps that commence without any user input. 

Figure 11 below explains the steps in establishing an SSL connection. In this example, 

the client is the computer user who is wishing to access online resources while the server 

is the company computer. SSL can also be deployed to secure communications between 

servers. It is also important to note that SSL is not used for all internet connections. This 

type of connection is only created when a user tries to access sensitive resources and it 

can last as long as the user is accessing these resources (Whitman & Mattord, 2005). 

To establish a secure connection, the client and server perform a handshake to make sure 

that they are using the same protocols. After the client and server are authenticated by 

sending each other their ID's, the client can create a session key which is encrypted with 
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the server's public key. After both parties share the session key, secure communication 

can take place. 

Figure 11: How SSL Connections are Established 
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Chapter 7: Future Trends and Predictions 
While cryptography is here to stay, the future direction is uncertain. Research to improve 

or find weaknesses in current algorithms coupled with advancements in computer speed 

may produce additional encryption and decryption methods or make current methods 

obsolete. The one thing that is certain about cryptography is that is will always be 

changing. Methods that were thought to be unbreakable twenty years ago are no long so. 
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The use of cryptology to secure data and information will inevitably increase in the 

future. With the addition of new federal regulations such as Sarbanes-Oxley and HIPP A, 

corporations are forced to maintain the privacy of personal data. This will increase the 

usage of encryption methods. Individuals also have a strong incentive to deploy 

encryption of their personal data. "The rising tide of important yet unsecured electronic 

data leaves our society vulnerable to curious neighbors, industrial spies, rogue nations, 

organized crime, and terrorist organizations" (Ackerman, 1998). With all of these 

potential threats facing corporations and individuals alike, the usage of cryptology 

methods is likely to increase in the future. 

It is also very probable that current cryptography methods will no longer be secure in the 

near future. According to a formula calculated by Lenstra and Verheul, an RSA 

encryption will be secure for the next 30 years given a modulus of at least 880 digits 

(Olivastro, 1990). However, the strength provided by such a long number could be 

insignificant if advances in quantum computers are possible. Quantum computers may be 

possible to factor very large numbers thus making length irrelevant. However, "today it is 

still unclear whether quantum computers with sufficiently large registers can ever be 

built. The largest existing quantum computer is only able to factor the number 15" 

(Olivastro, 1990). 

Conclusion 
Research to identify weaknesses and new cryptography methods, federal regulations, and 

advances in quantum computers are just some of the exciting advances happening in the 

area of cryptography. Cryptography has been around for thousands of yeas and its 
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importance will only increase in the future. As we move further into the 21 st century, the 

value of data and information will only increase. As worldwide competition increases, it 

will become even more important to have cryptography systems that can stand up to new 

methods of cryptanalysis and faster computers. Hopefully after reading this paper, you 

have realized the importance of cryptography and how it really is a part of your daily life. 
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Appendix A: Vigenere Cipher 

This appendix contains a special form of a polyalphabetic substitution cipher. The 
letters in the first row and first column can be used as a coordinate system to 
encrypt a message. 
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Vigen ere Cipher 

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N 0 p Q R 8 T U V W x v Z 

B C D E F G H I J K L M N 0 p Q R 8 T U V W x v Z A 

C D E FIG H I J K L M N 0 p Q R 8 T U V W x v Z A B 

ID E· F GIH I J K L M N 0 P Q R 8 T U V W x v Z A B C 
IE F .G H I J K L M NIO P Q R 8 T U V w xiV z A B c. D 

·F G H I J K L M N 0 p Q R 8 T U V W x V Z A B C D E 

IG H I J K L M N 0 P Q R 8 T U V. W x V Z A B C D E F 
'H I J K L M N 0 p. Q R 8 T U V W x V. Z A B C D E F G i 

I . J K L M N 0 P Q R 8 T U V W x V Z A B C D E F G H 
.J K L M N 0 P Q R 8 T U V W x V Z A B C D E F G H I 
iK L M N 0 P Q R 8 T U V W x V Z A B C D E F G H I . J 
! M N 0 P Q R 8 T U V W x V Z A B C D. E F G H I J K L 
N. 0 p Q R 8 T U V W x V Z A B C D E F G H I J K L M 

10 P Q R 8 T U V W X· V Z A B C D E F G H I J K L M N 
ip Q R 8 T U V W x V Z A B C D E F G H I J K L M N 0 

Q R 8 T U V W x V Z A B C D E F G H I J K L M N 0 P 
IR 8 T U· Vi W X V Z A B C D E F G H I J K L M N 0 P Q 

:8 T. U V W x V Z A B C D E F G H I J K L M N 0 P Q R 
T. U V W x V Z A B C D E F G H I J K L M N 0 P Q R 8 
U. V WX V Z A B C D E F G H I J K L M N 0 P Q R 8 T 

IV W X V Z A B C D E F G H I J K L M N 0 p Q R 8 T U 
iW X ViZ A B C D E F G H I J K L M N 0 P Q R 8 T U V 

x V Z A B C D E F G H I J K L M N 0 p Q R 8 T U V W 
V Z A B C D E F G H I J K L M N 0 P Q R 8 T U V W x 
Z A B C D E F G H I J K L M N 0 P Q R 8 T U Vi W XIV 
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Appendix B: Hash Output 

This appendix contains the complete hash output created by Hyper Hasher. The 
program had several different options for how a message could be hashed and they 
are presented here in their entirety. 
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Hashed Text: The History of Encryption 
Method Hash Value 
SHAI 124557ee4b90e3b37aa93426211bae3fge700f51 
SHA 256 de03a938e72d07a149955c733da5654656bf5423cOe40477d565131993f6f770 
SHA 384 7e 1350e082afc9c6a8ccf6b687cb400c 1 c 16db09bD 7 d7a6ff24bec47234c6bOff 

feb3a9ab088664f846bf4e595b8ec5 
SHA 512 e7aa82elfefc630e97a6792c4e9959fa3bOd3a8890002eOfd40608ee4b61277ce 

MD2 
MD4 
MD5 
HAVAL 
Tiger 
RIPEMD 
-128 
RIPEMD 
-160 
RIPEMD 
-256 
RIPEMD 
-320 
Whirlpoo 
I 
Panama 
CRC16 
CRC16-
CCITT 
CRC32 
Adler32 

6f7cae7d6c9f081dfbdlb2390abb6dOebff4f7455DeOeed7714e7dfdc72290 
00c6511dOaege2d20950877334a592e2 
8058342496be35dOd136a08cge3c35el 
e3abb05d9100cd34122e7ea3401c13el 
bOdlfOcd429c2ac83fOb5e57a3efed5d4ffla8161bdba91d9c25bd71201d59c6 
a65ac25d9a43bb85ccd09c8d8fada8dlOe55f7c51bbe9cc8 
85f9d96bcOle305ddd6belfdb3992821 

8e33d4289aacbadfd55age20c8d68e0076fbef21 

13a709f69c4ba84a9a029838ge8215c5e05ea3665b65e1120c6a44078ebcc7fb 

216f4ae604fefae2e1907e5b60ab893d525ec7906da730e26ce651 d7332d763a 
a216gelb45c5840e 
e41cbab0937f8cOa460887Dfcb75392407bec6e38f2ef5c3232ef6ce84df72f54 
79843870c3639c5bab678eD4d2d5efd8304984a911e6d040dbd1208e05572 
553f41a273 76f53344dd2dcd046561 c7ccOb5ea5ba18967c413da54b312dObbc 
F6E7 
FF06 

3fd28ff2 
75fl0974 
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Hashed Text: A history of Encryption 
Method Hash Value 
SHAI 3lf5b66c62ccd8f4f8ac518d6f4fabe7b4a844cf 
SHA 256 e1420aOI 0171t7ab86f2c810dla42bae07cbI55958266a0537037 Id6 80444c1e 
SHA 384 218a44fc3d20784aad625c7c00154725d3cfdd8eace06ft72133IefOce6d22e31 

13d5b71540aac188f63c42bl5964b65 
SHA 512 308t7f3c6670a78ee3blfad457250fOe366d2e837eb69974e80a7cdfOe8aa51b2 

MD2 
MD4 
MD5 
HAVAL 
Tiger 
RIPEMD 
-128 
RIPEMD 
-160 
RIPEMD 
-256 
RIPEMD 
-320 
Whirlpoo 
1 
Panama 
CRCl6 
CRC16-
CCITT 
CRC32 
Adler32 

02687ebt7bbe6cafd986d87e587025b9t798369be560b44acb4d17585291gea 
b0ged59ad5924d036bce933662546b25 
f686f0878f9a865f3eI68ge75273bd34 
cbbbeld56f8b3f96d4fb37cba96049f9 
9cOccbd359c84f8353ee49de47ge5cb8f17c96f4c00588e6cddeb3e7fc3dldff 
bf32ed94441gelf3ae9cc4cbbfa5494ec9a2d50d44c30504 
25cb39a79babeaa33857c2410dafbf8f 

550 1661 ba54d54488b7682b4aca7347dOb7329ac 

b555c31989252a63ca8t7a35dle4ct72b84a15519037e40delef42a426cf552e 

b16667ae6elacOc366adlf168cel0390cfb675a4ala776f6e23d926187766437f 
6a78dblc4c434b7 
c303efdb41e46af15ef4a9cb502187a9394158t7a7387f5cI60279933ddf6cf59 
76fb474055c5e7df50fa4202de4ecb76b56eOba16df5444b379bd7635e8683d 
96f9d8e6789f1ffbd55d08ecf5a678325f2eb315a0830182705a7197bdff3fcc 
4D73 
IDIC 

234ce3t7 
635f08b4 
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Appendix C: Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange 

This appendix contains a visual figure of the steps taken by the Diffie-Hellman key 
exchange. This figure is borrowed from Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange - A Non
Mathematician's Explanation. 
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Appendix D: Digital Signatures 

This appendix contains two figures that show the steps that are taken to create a 
digital signature. The first figure demonstrates how a digital signature can 
authenticate a message while the second adds encryption to ensure the 
confidentiality of the message while in transit. Both of these figures are borrowed 
from Introduction to PKI - Public Key Infrastructure. 
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To obtalfl a secu(e digital slgnature. several steps (whiCh mix the concepts 
explained above) must be executed. 
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